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Relation of quantum control mechanism to landscape structure
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The control of quantum dynamics is generally accomplished by seeking a tailored electromagnetic field to meet
a posed objective. A particular shaped field can be thought of as specifying a point on a quantum control landscape,
which is the objective as a functional of the controls. Optimizing the pulse shape corresponds to climbing the
landscape, and previous work showed that the paths taken up the landscapes, guided by a gradient algorithm, are
surprisingly straight when projected into the space of control fields. The direct nature of these control trajectories
can be quantified by the metric R � 1, defined as the ratio of the length of the control trajectory to the Euclidean
distance between its end points. The prior observation of often finding low values of R implies that the landscapes
are structurally simple. In this work, we investigate whether there is a relationship between the intricacy of the
control mechanism and the complexity of the trajectory taken through the control space reflected in the value
of R. We use the Hamiltonian encoding procedure to identify the mechanism, and we examine control of the
state-to-state transition probability. No significant correlation is found between the landscape structure, reflected
in the value of R, and the control mechanism. This result has algorithmic implications, opening up the prospect of
seeking fields producing particular mechanisms at little penalty in the search effort due to encountering complex
landscape structure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Seeking electromagnetic control fields to manipulate quan-
tum systems can be conveniently expressed in an optimal
control theory (OCT) framework [1,2]. Theoretical insights
along with automated pulse-shaping techniques [3] and closed-
loop learning algorithms [4] have enabled an increasing array
of successful optimal control experiments (OCEs) [5–10].
Examination of the evolving fields during optimization reflects
the control mechanism in terms of the quantum dynamics
exploited by the field on the way to its final, optimal form.
Identifying the dominant elements of the control mechanism
can facilitate the understanding of the optimally controlled
dynamics [11,12], and several methods exist that can deduce
mechanistic details [13–16]. The present work examines
whether there is a relationship between the nature of the
pathway taken to finding the optimal field and the resultant
control mechanism induced in the dynamics. We analyze a
closed quantum system interacting with an applied electric
field, where the dynamics is given by the Schrödinger equation,

i�
∂U (t,0)

∂t
= H (t)U (t,0), U (0,0) = 1. (1)

Here U (t,0) is the unitary evolution operator with t ∈ [0,T ],
and H (t) is the system Hamiltonian given by

H (t) = H0 − μE(t) (2)

in the dipole approximation. The field-free Hamiltonian is H0

with eigenstates denoted by |n〉, n ∈ 1,2, . . . ,N , the electric
dipole operator is μ, and the control field is E(t). The
optimization procedure seeking a control field producing the
desired dynamics can be pictured as taking place on a quantum
control landscape, which is the observable as a functional
of the control field. In this paper, we will consider the
observable as the state-to-state transition probability Pi→f =
|〈f |U (T ,0)|i〉|2 of reaching the state |f 〉 at time T from the
initial state |i〉. Starting from an arbitrary control field and

then maximizing Pi→f with a gradient ascent algorithm can
be visualized as climbing the landscape with the final optimal
control field corresponding to a point on the top. Each initial
field will produce a unique trajectory up the landscape. The
search for optimal control fields can also be viewed as taking
place in control space, where a trajectory is traced out from
the initial field yielding a suboptimal value of Pi→f to a final
field furnishing the maximum achievable Pi→f value. It is
convenient to parametrize a control field E(s,t) trajectory with
the continuous variable s � 0, thereby starting at the initial
field E(0,t) with the trajectory ending at the optimal field
E(smax,t), where Pi→f (smax,T ) is at a specified tolerance near
1.0. In this paper, the control trajectories will be generated by
the D-MORPH [17] gradient ascent algorithm.

This work rests on the supposition that each starting field
E(0,t) initiates a trajectory that can produce a field that
maximizes Pi→f . This criterion holds upon satisfaction of
three assumptions: (i) the quantum system is controllable,
(ii) fulfillment of surjectivity such that the set of functions
δUij (T ,0)

δE(t) , ∀ i,j is linearly independent ∀ i,j on t ∈ [0,T ],
and (iii) the control resources are unconstrained. Meeting
these criteria assures a favorable trap-free landscape topology
[18–21], which in part explains the ease of performing OCT
simulations, and at least qualitatively elucidates the generally
favorable OCE results achieved in the laboratory. Another
factor important for the efficiency of finding optimal solutions
is the structure of the landscape away from its critical points
(i.e., where a control field satisfies δPi→f (T )

δE(t) = 0,∀ t). The
structure must be favorable in the sense that the paths taken
up the landscape Pi→f (s,T ) should not be convoluted or
gnarled to avoid excessive effort in passing through such
domains. Previous works have probed landscape structure by
quantifying the complexity of control trajectories taken by
the gradient algorithm expressed in terms of a characteristic
index R evaluated on state-to-state transition probability
landscapes [22] as well as on quantum ensemble and unitary
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transformation control landscapes [23]. Here, R is defined
as the ratio of a control trajectory’s path length dPL to the
Euclidean distance dEL between its end points in control space.
The path length between the initial control field E(0,t) and the
final control field E(smax,t) is

dPL =
∫ smax

0

[
1

T

∫ T

0

(
∂E(s,t)

∂s

)2

dt

] 1
2

ds, (3)

while the Euclidean distance between the two fields is

dEL =
[

1

T

∫ T

0
[E(smax,t) − E(0,t)]2 dt

] 1
2

. (4)

The ratio R is then given by

R = dPL

dEL
=

∫ smax

0

[ ∫ T

0

(
∂E(s,t)

∂s

)2
dt

] 1
2 ds[ ∫ T

0 [E(smax,t) − E(0,t)]2dt
] 1

2

. (5)

If a control trajectory follows a tortuous, meandering path
through control space from E(0,t) to E(smax,t), the ratio will
have a very high value R � 1. On the other hand, if a control
trajectory takes a direct route from the initial to the final control
field, the associated R value will be close to 1.0. Trajectories
that achieve the lower bound of R = 1.0 are so-called “straight
shots,” which connect E(0,t) and E(smax,t) by means of
the most direct possible control trajectory corresponding
to a straight line. Previous works [22,23] showed that R

typically takes on values very close to 1 for almost all control
trajectories. In particular, very few control trajectories were
observed to have an R value greater than ∼2.0, and some
trajectories could be found for which R − 1 � 10−3. These
findings indicate that landscape structure appears to be very
favorable to finding optimal control fields by being globally
devoid of gnarled features.

Notwithstanding the latter comments, considerable varia-
tion of R values between optimization trajectories still exists,
on a small but still significant scale near R � 1.0. The mech-
anisms utilized by different optimal fields to achieve control
can also be diverse. Each optimal control field induces the
desired dynamics in the quantum system through constructive
and destructive interference between a number of pathways, or
sequences of transitions between states. In Fig. 1, we depict a
quantum control landscape, along with two control trajectories
to the top. Although we restrict ourselves to the monotonic
gradient algorithm in this work, in general, optimal fields may
be found by algorithms which give rise to non-monotonic
paths up the landscape, and this is reflected in the path on the
right in Fig. 1. The trajectories may differ in the mechanisms
they utilize along the path and especially at the final optimal
field, and these considerations naturally lead to addressing
whether control trajectories with extreme values of R, either
very small or very large, correspond to optimal controls that
use specific types of mechanisms to control the system. If
this supposition were true, then constructing an initial control
field with a certain mechanism in mind might allow for
aiding in the discovery of nearly direct, straight paths up the
quantum control landscape, thereby leading to more efficient
optimizations. On the contrary, if a relation between R and the
control mechanism does not exist, then this finding could have
important implications for the universality of simple landscape

FIG. 1. (Color online) A schematic of a quantum control land-
scape (blue surface) is shown in (a). The colored contour map is the
space of controls, which is two-dimensional above, but in practice has
extremely high dimensionality. Two orange paths up the landscape are
shown. The path on the left corresponds to a direct trajectory in control
space, in black, resulting in a low-R value, since its length is close to
the length of the dashed magenta straight line between its end points.
The twisted path on the right projects onto a control space trajectory
that is substantially longer than the straight line between its end
points, so it possesses a high-R value. R may be calculated along any
route to the top guided by a suitable algorithm, and some paths may
not produce monotonic increases in the objective functional (i.e., the
state-to-state transition probability Pi→f in the figure). In this paper,
we consider whether the optimal fields for direct control trajectories
possess simple mechanisms, such as (b1) and (b2), and whether more
gnarled control trajectories correspond to more complex mechanisms,
such as in (b3) and (b4). The dots to the right of (b4) indicate that
many other mechanisms can arise.

structure, regardless of the control mechanism. In this work,
we find that the latter conclusion appears to be valid through
examining a variety of control trajectories for simple few level
quantum systems. We expect that this conclusion applies more
widely to quantum control given the consistent findings on the
behavior of R [22,23].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces a quantitative formulation of the control
mechanism and summarizes the procedure for identifying
the mechanism. Section III contains illustrations of control
mechanisms for low and high R-valued control trajectories
for two different Hamiltonians, associated with four-level
quantum systems. Section IV provides concluding statements.

II. IDENTIFYING THE MECHANISM THROUGH
HAMILTONIAN ENCODING

This section reviews the concept of mechanism identifi-
cation through Hamiltonian encoding, with further details in
Ref. [24]. In the present work, the optimization goal is to
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achieve a high magnitude for the matrix element Ufi(T ) ≡
〈f |U (T ,0)|i〉, corresponding to the amplitude for the |i〉 →
|f 〉 transition. We consider the propagator in the interaction
representation in order to focus the mechanism assessment on
the role played by the field and the coupling structure in the
Hamiltonian. Then, we have

i�
∂U (t,0)

∂t
= VI (t) U (t,0), (6)

where VI (t) = exp(iH0/�) [−μE (t)] exp(−iH0�). The
mechanism is defined by the collection of amplitudes having
significant magnitude associated with the terms in the Dyson
series expansion of the propagator element Ufi(T ),

Ufi(T ) =
∞∑

n=1

(−i

�

)n ∫ T

0

∫ tn

0
· · ·

∫ t2

0
〈f |V (tn)V (tn−1) · · ·

×V (t1)|i〉dt1 · · · dtn−1dtn

=
∞∑

n=1

(−i

�

)n N∑
�1,... ,�n−1=1

U
n,(�1,... ,�n−1)
fi (T ), (7)

where

U
n,(�1,... ,�n−1)
fi (T ) =

∫ T

0

∫ tn

0
· · ·

∫ t2

0
〈f |V (tn)|�n−1〉〈�n−1|

×V (tn−1)|�n−2〉〈�n−2| · · · |�1〉〈�1|V (t1)|i〉
× dt1 · · · dtn−1dtn. (8)

The total amplitude Ufi(T ) may have contributions from first-,
second-, . . . , nth-order pathways constituting the respective
terms in the expansion. The nth-order term itself is the sum of
the amplitudes for all nth-order pathways U

n,(�1,... ,�n−1)
fi , where

the state indices (�1,�2, . . . ,�n−1) define a series of transitions
from the initial state to the final state (i → �1 → �2 → · · · →
�n−1 → f ). The amplitudes of significant magnitude indicate
the transition pathways through which the system arrives at the
final state. The phases of these amplitudes are also relevant, as
typically a series of pathway amplitudes from |i〉 to |f 〉, such as

U
n,(�1,... ,�n−1)
fi , U

n′,(�′
1,... ,�

′
n′−1

)

fi , etc., will constructively interfere
to produce the desired dynamics, while the amplitudes for
a series of pathways from |i〉 to |g〉, where g �= f , will
destructively interfere resulting in minimal population transfer
from |i〉 to |g〉.

To identify the contributions of the pathways in Eq. (7),
we use the Hamiltonian encoding procedure to infer various
levels of detail about the mechanism. This approach operates
by encoding (modulating) the matrix elements {vab(t)}, where
vab(t) = 〈a|VI (t)|b〉, in a fashion resulting in a systematic
variation in Ufi(T ), which then may be decoded to extract
mechanistic insights. Importantly, the mechanism may be
assessed at any point s on a landscape climb. As the index
s is continuous, the mechanism will also evolve continuously.
Here, we will focus on the mechanism induced by an optimal
control E(smax,t) at s = smax. This assessment is in accord
with considering R, which is a total measure of the landscape
trajectory ending at the top of the landscape. The hierarchy of
mechanistic details considered here is set out in Secs. II A–II C.

A. Revealing the significant Dyson expansion
orders to the mechanism

The simplest level of detail about the mechanism is
the overall contribution of each order among the terms in
Eq. (7). This analysis reflects the strength of the control-dipole
couplings, and it also informs about the level of detail needed in
further analyses. A suitable means to determine this picture of
the mechanism is through the introduction of the Hamiltonian
encoding modulation function m(x) dependent on the variable
x, such that each matrix element vab(t) is encoded in the same
way,

vab(t) → vab(t)m(x). (9)

As a result, the nth-order term in the modulated Dyson series
is multiplied by a factor of mn(x), such that Ufi(T ) → Ufi(T ,x)
with

Ufi(T ,x) =
∞∑

n=1

Un
fi (T )mn(x), (10)

where Un
fi (T ) = (−i/�)n

∑N
�1,... ,�n−1=1 U

n,(�1,... ,�n−1)
fi (T ). The

simple choice of m(x) = exp(2πix/N) will permit perform-
ing a Fourier transform of Ufi(T ,x) to reveal the relative
contributions of the different order pathways. In particular,
for x = 1,2, . . . ,N , we may perform an inverse fast Fourier
transform of Ufi(T ,x) to determine each amplitude Un

fi (T ),
n = 1, . . . ,N . To avoid aliasing effects, N must be chosen
greater than the order of the highest contributing pathway to
the mechanism. Since the highest contributing pathway order is
not known beforehand, it is necessary to perform calculations
with increasing values of N until convergence of the identified
amplitudes is achieved.

B. Identifying composite mechanism pathways

We next seek to learn about the specific contributions of
states and transitions to the mechanism, without consideration
of rattling (i.e., Rabi-flopping), which refers to repeated
transitions taking place between two states, generally in
succession. For example, the pathway (1 → 2 → 1 → 2)
and the rattling pathway (1 → 2 → 1 → 2 → 1 → 2) both
contribute to the overall net “composite” transition denoted as
(1 → 2)∗, although the two specific pathways are of different
order.

A suitable modulation of the interaction potential that
allows for differentiating between composite pathways is
accomplished through the encoding,

vab(t) → vab(t) exp(iγabx), γab = −γba. (11)

The imposed phase symmetry of the modulating functions
assures that rattling transition pairs cancel out to leave just
the resultant composite amplitude contributions to Ufi(T ,x).
The set of frequencies {γab} (also in Sec. II C) need to
be incommensurate for uniquely determining the composite
pathway amplitudes [24].

C. Uncovering full mechanism details

The simplified pictures of the mechanism offered by the
composite pathways may still hide much of the transition
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The results of the mechanism analysis performed with the final fields of two control trajectories using the Hamiltonian
with the nearest-neighbor dipole in Eq. (13). The left panels (a) and (b) are for a control trajectory with R = 1.002, and the right panels (c) and
(d) are for a trajectory with R = 1.38. Panels (a) and (c) display the relevant magnitude of the pathway amplitudes |Un

41(T )|, and panels (b) and
(d) show detailed pathways, including rattling contributions to the overall mechanism. The numbers on the pie charts label detailed mechanistic
pathways, with the key given in Table I. The higher R trajectory appears to excite slightly more higher-order pathways, and it utilizes less of a
contribution from pathway 1, but other than this difference the mechanism associated with the two pathways is very similar.

details. To unveil the full mechanism, one may encode the
interaction potential as

vab(t) → vab(t) exp(iγabx), (12)

but with γab and γba assigned distinct values. In this circum-
stance, pathway amplitudes which are distinguished even by
a rattle, such as · · · → |i〉 → |j 〉 → · · · and · · · → |i〉 →
|j 〉 → |i〉 → |j 〉 → · · · , now will also be modulated by
functions that differ by a factor of exp[i(γij + γji)], and

TABLE I. Pathway labels, nearest-neighbor dipole coupling. The
labels are for the indicated pathways whose relative amplitudes are
presented in the pie charts of Fig. 2.

Label Pathway

1 (1 → 2 → 3 → 4)
2 (1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 3 → 4)
3 (1 → 2 → 1 → 2 → 3 → 4)
4 (1 → 2 → 3 → 2 → 3 → 4)
5 (1 → 2 → 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 3 → 4)
6 (1 → 2 → 3 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 3 → 4)
7 (1 → 2 → 1 → 2 → 3 → 2 → 3 → 4)
8 (1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 3 → 4 → 3 → 4)
9 (1 → 2 → 1 → 2 → 3 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 3 → 4)
10 (1 → 2 → 3 → 2 → 3 → 2 → 3 → 4)
11 (1 → 2 → 1 → 2 → 1 → 2 → 3 → 4)

therefore they can be discriminated after performing the
inverse Fourier transform.

III. ILLUSTRATIONS

In this section, low and high R-valued control trajectories
are generated along with their associated control mechanisms
in order to assess whether a relationship exists between them.
Section III A considers a system with nearest-neighbor dipole
coupling, and Sec. III B treats the case of a dipole matrix
whose entries decay away from the diagonal. Many other cases
may be considered, but previous experience indicates that the
distribution of R values was quite invariant to details of the
Hamiltonian structure [22,23].

A. Nearest-neighbor dipole coupling

We consider the Hamiltonian to have the form

H0 =

⎛
⎜⎝

−10 0 0 0
0 −7 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 8

⎞
⎟⎠,

(13)

μ =

⎛
⎜⎝

0 ±1 0 0
±1 0 ±1 0

0 ±1 0 ±1
0 0 ±1 0

⎞
⎟⎠,
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The mechanism analysis performed for four control trajectories, two of which possess low values of R and two of
which possess high values of R. The multitransition dipole coupling matrix of Eq. (14) is used, along with the field free Hamiltonian H0 of
Eq. (13). Parts (a), (c), (e), and (g) display the magnitude of the pathway amplitudes |Un

41(T )|, and (b), (d), (f), and (h) illustrate the relative
strength of the detailed pathways in the overall mechanism of the optimal field E(smax,t) belonging to the respective trajectory. In the pie charts,
the numbers refer to specific amplitudes listed in Table III. There appears to be little correlation between the R values and the order of the
pathways excited as well as the specific pathways utilized in the mechanisms.

where the signs were chosen randomly with the provision
that the dipole matrix remain symmetric. The objective is to
maximize the transition probability P1→4 = |〈4|U (T ,0)|1〉|2.
To properly compare the R values of the trajectories, each case
was run from E(0,t) producing P1→4 = 0.01 out to E(smax,t)
giving P1→4 = 0.99. We consider two control trajectories, one

with a very low value of R = 1.002, and one with a high value
of R = 1.38. To locate these trajectories, the stochastic particle
swarm optimization algorithm was used [22,25]. Importantly,
although R ∼ 1.4 may appear small, such a value does not
permit marching along the initial gradient direction in a
straight line to the top of the landscape [22]. In contrast,
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a trajectory with R � 1.001 corresponds to a high-quality
nearly straight path up the landscape. The examples in the
illustrations correspond to high fluence fields, which offer the
richest variety in mechanistic detail; the same conclusions on
the relation of mechanism and landscape structure were found
for low fluence fields, as discussed later.

The technique of Sec. II A was used to determine the path-
way amplitudes Un

41(T ) for each significant order in Eq. (7).
Figure 2(a) displays the contributions |Un

41(T )| from pathways
of each order n for the low-R control trajectory. As a con-
sistency check, the sum of the complex amplitudes {Un

41(T )}
added up to U41(T ) (not shown); the large magnitude of the
contributing pathway amplitudes in all of the examples in the
paper indicates the presence of a high degree of constructive or
destructive interference, which creates the final unitary matrix
U (T ). Only odd pathway orders contribute in the present case,
since an odd number of transitions must be made to reach
the state |4〉 from |1〉 with the dipole coupling in Eq. (13).
Figure 2(c) shows the corresponding pathway order plot for
the trajectory with the high value of R. This trajectory excites
more pathways of higher order, but the effect is not substantial.

The only composite pathway possible in this case is
(1 → 2 → 3 → 4)∗, due to the nature of the dipole coupling.
Therefore, Figs. 2(b) and 2(d) display the relative contributions
of pathways (and the magnitude of the pathway amplitudes)
including rattling contributions to the mechanism; see Table I
for a key to the pathway labels. In creating the pie charts,
only pathways that contributed to more than 2% of the sum of
absolute values of all amplitudes were included. The detailed
mechanisms in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d) induced by the respective
optimal fields E(smax,t) are qualitatively similar. The higher
R value field excites higher-order pathways, but the relative
contributions of the pathways employed is similar, aside from
a diminished contribution for pathway 1. Although detailed
distinctions show up in the two control mechanisms, they
share a common level of complexity. Thus, this case provides
evidence that the value of R, and therefore the structure of the
encountered portion of the landscape, has little to do with the
mechanism created by the subsequent optimal control field.

B. Multitransition dipole coupling

The system considered in this section is described by the
same field-free Hamiltonian H0 of Eq. (13), but with a dipole
of the form

μ =

⎛
⎜⎝

0 ±1 ±0.5 ±0.52

±1 0 ±1 ±0.5
±0.5 ±1 0 ±1

±0.52 ±0.5 ±1 0

⎞
⎟⎠, (14)

where the signs of the elements were again chosen randomly
so that the matrix is symmetric. The elements of this dipole
decay in magnitude away from the diagonal but still allow
for all transitions. Two trajectories with low-R values of
1.006 and 1.01 and two trajectories with high-R values of
1.25 and 1.31 were examined. A similar analysis as in the
previous subsection was carried out to determine the order
of the relevant pathways making up the mechanism and the
composite pathway contributions, associated with each of the
four trajectories. These results are shown in Fig. 3 and Table II,

TABLE II. Composite pathway amplitudes for multitransition
dipole coupling. Shown are the magnitude of the amplitudes for the
three main composite pathways that contribute to the mechanism of
four different control trajectories, two with low values of R and two
with higher values. There is no evident pathway significantly favored
by either the low- or high-R trajectories. This behavior indicates that
the R value of a control trajectory, and therefore the structure of the
landscape in its vicinity, is not related in any simple fashion to the
mechanism induced by the optimal control field resulting from the
trajectory.

R = 1.006 R = 1.01 R = 1.25 R = 1.31

(1 → 2 → 3 → 4)∗ 113.6 64.6 89.9 43.3
(1 → 3 → 4)∗ 73.3 28.4 102.4 130.7
(1 → 2 → 4)∗ 21.7 121.8 14.8 16.0

along with the pathway amplitude key in Table III for the pie
charts in Fig. 3.

The order of the pathways is no longer restricted to being an
odd number, but the distributions nonetheless show similarities
across all four trajectories in Figs. 3(a), 3(c), 3(e), and 3(g).
Each case peaks strongly near order 4, and trails off to small
values for orders greater than 10. Once again, it appears that
the mechanism, reflected in the contributing pathway orders, is
not correlated with the degree of gnarled character encountered
along the control trajectory traversed to arrive at a particular
optimal field. Table II shows that the composite pathways
contributing to the mechanism are distinct for all four control
trajectories. However, there is no clear pattern either for the
low- or the high-R trajectories.

The contributing detailed mechanistic pathways are shown
in the pie charts of Figs. 3(b), 3(d), 3(f), and 3(h). All four
mechanisms share an important contribution from the pathway

TABLE III. Pathway labels, multitransition dipole coupling. The
labels are for the indicated pathways whose relative amplitudes are
presented in the pie charts of Fig. 3.

Label Pathway

1 (1 → 2 → 3 → 4)
2 (1 → 3 → 4)
3 (1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 3 → 4)
4 (1 → 2 → 4)
5 (1 → 2 → 3 → 2 → 3 → 4)
6 (1 → 2 → 1 → 3 → 4)
7 (1 → 2 → 1 → 2 → 3 → 4)
8 (1 → 3 → 4 → 3 → 4)
9 (1 → 3 → 1 → 2 → 3 → 4)
10 (1 → 2 → 1 → 2 → 4)
11 (1 → 2 → 3 → 2 → 4)
12 (1 → 2 → 4 → 2 → 4)
13 (1 → 4)
14 (1 → 2 → 1 → 4)
15 (1 → 2 → 4 → 2 → 3 → 4)
16 (1 → 4 → 3 → 4)
17 (1 → 3 → 4 → 3 → 4 → 3 → 4)
18 (1 → 3 → 2 → 3 → 4)
19 (1 → 3 → 1 → 3 → 4)
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(1 → 2 → 3 → 4), and the pathway (1 → 3 → 4) plays a
large role in the mechanism of all four trajectories except the
case with R = 1.01. The two low-R trajectories contain sig-
nificant contributions from the pathway (1 → 2 → 4), which
does not appreciably contribute to the high-R trajectories.
Similarly, the two high-R trajectories contain contributions
from the pathway (1 → 3 → 4 → 3 → 4), which only plays
a reduced role in the low-R trajectories’ mechanisms. The
high-R trajectories also contain small contributions from
the pathways (1 → 3 → 2 → 3 → 4) and (1 → 3 → 1 →
3 → 4), which are absent from the mechanisms of the
low-R fields. However, beyond these detailed observations,
no distinct patterns or disparate levels of complexity are
evident between the mechanisms of the two classes of control
trajectories, or even among trajectories of like R value. As
remarked earlier, the illustrations in Figs. 2 and 3 correspond
to strong control fields exciting relatively large numbers of
high-order pathways. Similar analyses were carried out for
trajectories with low and high values of R in the weak-field
regime with generally simpler mechanisms (not shown here),
and the same qualitative conclusions were observed to hold
about the independence of R and the mechanism. Thus,
collectively the value of R reflecting the landscape structure,
particularly in the regime near R ∼ 1.0, is not associated with
the complexity of the control mechanism.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The findings that control trajectories generally appear to be
rather direct with small-R values reflecting very simple land-

scape structure combined with trap free landscape topology
bodes well for efficiently and effectively controlling quantum
systems. Nonetheless, meaningful differences in the R values
of control trajectories still exist, and this paper addresses
whether simple (complex) control mechanisms correspond
to minimally (maximally) gnarled control trajectories. The
results in the paper indicate a negative answer to this propo-
sition. This outcome is important, as it shows that the nature
of a trajectory taken over the landscape to find an optimal
control is distinct from the features in the resultant control
mechanism. This situation has two significant implications.
First, the outcome suggests that the finding of quantum control
landscapes having simple structure [22,23] is likely a universal
property. Second, the outcome may enable new algorithms
for the efficient discovery of optimal control fields, and it
could open up the prospect of seeking fields having particular
associated control mechanisms with little or no penalty in the
field search effort.
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